
Drill Team and Warriorettes Merger Requires A Little Bit of Negotiating
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Beware of the Ides of March. And the cafeteria hot dogs.

Moving Walkway To Be In-
stalled in X-Hall

Jeremy Lin Too Good to Be 
True? Yes: Actually Robot
Superhuman Designed to 
Increase NBA Publicity

By Pip Wootergotten

DHS Library Invests in 
Nooks, Kindles Determined 
Way Too Mainstream

After IHSA guidelines silenced the passion-
ate and overly-emotional members of DHS’ 
own Drill Team and Warriorettes, the time 
has finally come for the two teams to merge 
together.  Since oddly religious-based stickers 
aren’t going to come to their rescue anymore, 
they have finally come to a compromise: and 
that compromise is that they need to have a 
long discussion about what they’re going to 
compromise.

“There’s no way we’re going to start wear-
ing panty hose,” says Drill Team captain Kim-
berly Benson. “The baggier my pants are, the 
cooler I feel when I dance.” Drill Team seems 
to have taken the strongest stance on the dress 
code for next year, demanding super-cool themed outfits and anything falling 
under the category “gangstah.” However, they were willing to add pom-pons 
to their routine in exchange for being allowed to make those weird faces.  

“I’m so glad the girls have been working together to overcome adversity,” 
said Warriorettes head coach Sally Nevers, who appeared a bit flustered dur-
ing her interview. “They have really been trying hard to…they’ve been…oh, 
who am I kidding. Between the hair pulling and the ‘DTUKNOW’ chants, I 
just want to say: no DT, you don’t know.”

As far as the routines go, the human worm and the pom-pon pass-off are 
a must. But whenever the Poms girls don’t get their way, they just start a 
20-yard kick line that slowly advances toward the other girls until they sur-

render. “Believe me, you never want to 
be in that position,” Benson said. 

Another important question to 
consider is how the girls will be judged 
for tryouts next year. Since both coaches 
admitted that they would have biases 
against their own dancers, they decided 
to leave the decisions up to the admin-
istration. That, however, resulted in a 
banning of nearly half the dance moves 
the girls could do on behalf of being 
“too risqué.” “I’m just not sure that 
moving my body like that is exactly how 
I would want to present myself to the 
school board or in front of my students,” 

said administrator Betsy Kinkle, straightening out her skirt. Other possible 
judges are middle school music teacher Cynthia Fremling  and ex-Charisma 
choreographer Aaron Rumack.  

Despite these reports, the girls and coaches say that they are very excited 
to be combining next year. While the 
seams will by no means be flawless, 
the two teams have been taking it one 
step at a time until their merge is 100% 
complete.

On the plus side, Student Congress and 
Model UN aren’t merging!

Amid the seasonal flurry of college acceptances, one 
shining story of hope emerges from the darkest halls of 
DHS: locker I274, that is, the home of senior Amy Wal-
lace. After four years of dedication, hard work, and adding 
“HON” to everything on her schedule, Amy and her 3.1 
GPA will be traveling to Harvard University this fall. De-
spite the jaws now undoubtedly hitting the 
floor, the Flipside discussed Amy’s accep-
tance with admissions officer Janet Graple-
ton, who has been working in the admis-
sions office for over 1 year(s). “She’s clearly 
unqualified,” Janet told us. “Her GPA is not 
our caliber, and those five clubs she created 
in the name of charity were more of a Stan-
ford move, anyway. But those Facebook sta-
tuses really made us reconsider.” The now 
famous statuses Janet is referring to were 

written daily by Amy. One such status written last Wednes-
day morning at 2:45 AM synthesized Amy’s application 
into a brief statement. “HARVARD I LOVE U PLEASE 
ACCEPT ME!!!!!!” While the status only received one like 
– from Amy herself – Janet said it really put her over the 
top. “At first I was going to ignore it. But six exclamation 

marks? That really is the Harvard kind 
of dedication we’re looking for here.” 
Janet tells the Flipside that while your 
GPA may be as lost as this season 
of Glee, there is always hope on the 
social network. Her biggest advice: 
be absolutely sure to repeatedly tag 
all 800 of your friends – especially 
those already accepted into college. 
That way, you will be sure to show the 
entire world just how much you care. 

Desperate College Status Leads to Pity-Acceptance
By Malcolm Roberts

IHSA Regulations will also be demanding the merging of the following clubs:

Computer Club 
and 

GIMA 
...in hopes of integrating 
the two gender-exclusive 
clubs in the school. Wait, 
computer club allows girls 
to come? But then why…

Sign Language 
Club 
and the

Spring Musical

...in hopes of creating an 
entirely new and silent 
dimension of theater

Chess Club
and 

Varsity Football

...in hopes of creating one 
of the most interesting 
social interactions ever

Student Congress
and 

Hockey

...in hopes of turning fist 
fights on ice into heated 
debates on ice.



REBUS PUZZLES

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU

“WAYAM RHWWU RJYA DHX XI, WAYAM RHWWU BAE DHX ZHVW, WAYAM RHWWU MXW UMHXWZ UWZ 

ZAPAME DHX, WAYAM RHWWU FUCA DHX TMD, WAYAM RHWWU PUD RHHZQDA, WAYAM RHWWU EABB 

U BJA UWZ GXME DHX.” ~MJTC PIMJWRLJABZ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the 
message or quote below.    HINT: J=I
Congratulations to last issue’s winner: Miller Wesselhoff

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in circles 
to answer the final question.

Last issue’s answers: STITCH, TOUGH, PLACE, SNORT
What the dentist called his X-ray: A TOOTH PIC

Last issue’s answers: CATCH 22, FORGIVE AND FORGET, LAST STAND, 5 
O’ CLOCK SHADOW

Last issue’s answer: “WHEN IN DOUBT, MAKE A FOOL OF YOURSELF. THERE IS A MICROSCOPICALLY THIN LINE BETWEEN BEING BRILLIANTLY 
CREATIVE AND ACTING LIKE THE MOST GIGANIC IDIOT ON EARTH. SO WHAT THE HELL, LEAP.” ~CYNTHIA HEIMEL

NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being 
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes. 

To contact us, email 121chamberlain-simon@student.dist113.org. 
For more information and more content, visit dhsflipside.com. 

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, write down your name, and then find and 
give your copy of The Flipside to Maddie Ambrose. There will be a drawing to see who will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!

The Flipside is always looking for new writers, puzzle makers, and distributors. 
E-mail us if you’re interested. Really, we want your help.

INFOGRAPHIC

JUMBLEFill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has 
the numbers 1 through 9.LEVEL: A whole lot harder 

than last issue’s...best of luck

WHAT HAPPENED TO 
THE MAN WHO LOST 
HIS LEFT ARM AND 

LEG IN A CAR CRASH?

QUOTE “Oh, is Super Tuesday that one day a year whenMcDonald’s sells 49-cent burgers?”
~Someone who doesn’t get politics

HE’S

HOPTNO

LIRFL

NOGWA

TRETAL

Reasons Why We’re 
Waivering Out of Gym

-who can pass up quality bonding time with 
Ms. Mamlok?
-so we can take really long “walks” to our 
locker and back
-to give our two month-old  gym clothes a 
little time to breathe
-to get homework done...but only after we 
master the paper-in-the-garbage-can 
free-throw


